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Abstract-There are several causes that were identified as the 

reasons of bilge pump system failure. One of the subsystems that 

frequently causing the bilge pump failure is its electrical system. 

This paper tries to identify critical link of three types of bilge 

pump wiring: commonly used wiring, the modified one using 

relay to minimize wire size, and the one using double float 

switches to prevent the pump from running on and off in short 

bursts. Qualitative Fault Tree Analysis was employed to identify 

minimal cut sets, focusing on automatic system failure as top 

event. The result shows that in terms of critical link, commonly 

used wiring is better than two other modification wiring. 

Unfortunately, all of three cut sets can be categorized as single 

failure point, because it only contain one element in one cut sets, 

if one of them fails it will directly lead to the top event.  

Keywords—bilge pump wiring; qualitative Fault Tree Analysis; 

critical link 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

There were numerous accidents involving bilge pump system 

failure. As an example, Vixen, 6.5 m steel hull passenger ferry 

was foundered around 50 m from the shore of Ardlui Marina, 

Scotland. The MAIB (Marine Accident Investigation Board) 

investigation found that the bilge alarm was not working and 

the bilge pump no longer worked in its automatic mode [1]. 

Moreover, Terry, J. from University of Alaska [2] stated that a 

national study of pleasure boats found that more vessels sank 

at the dock than at sea.  Major cause of both types of sinking is 

improper sizing, installation, and maintenance of bilge pump. 

The successful bilge pump system is depend on many factors 

such as pump selection and installation, power sources, 

wiring, and switches. However, contrary to common belief, 

the pumps themselves infrequently fail; it is the electrical 

system from which they operate that is usually the cause of the 

failure [3]. Electrical faults and flaws offer the greatest 

opportunity for a bilge pump failure [4].   

 

Bilge pumps usually are wired to automatic switches; either 

incorporated in the pump body itself, or mounted separately 

[2]. When the automatic switch, such as float switch, 

determines that bilge water has risen to a predetermined level, 

bilge pump will turn on automatically. A switch panel is also 

being provided to allow the operator turning the pump on and 

off manually. 

 

Commonly used wiring for automatic system is a series 

connection from battery, float switch and bilge pump. An idea 

raised by Rosenvelt to use a relay in order to reduce the load 

on the float switch [5]. This modification will give advantage 

in reducing size of copper wire used to the float switch. 

However, there is a question whether this relay will become a 

weak link in this system. Another modification was being 

considered in an online discussion forum. The modification 

arose to overcome the drawback of commonly used wiring 

which sometimes only removed a small amount of water and 

ran at frequent intervals and drains the battery [6]. 

 

In this paper, Qualitative Fault Tree Analysis is employed to 

analyze critical link or weak link in the bilge pump system 

wiring, both the commonly used wiring and the other modified 

ones. Fault tree analysis will produce minimal cut set which 

show us minimum combination of basic event that lead to the 

automatic system failure of bilge pump electrical system. 

 

II. FAILURE OF BILGE PUMP SYSTEM 

A.  Importance of Bilge Pump System  

Bilge pump system was installed not only for the reason of 

stability but also to reduce odours and corrosion. In point of 

fact, although standard bilge pump installation is commonly 

considered as the first mitigation action against catastrophic 

flooding, but most of them are designed for only incidental 

water removal such as rain, the occasional wave over the 

gunwale or extremely small leak. However, in an emergency 

situation due to flooding, the primary task of the crew is to 

stop the leak, and a good bilge pump will allow some time to 

accomplish this [4]. Nevertheless, it is still extremely 

important to keep the bilge as dry as possible, especially for 

the small boat. Bilge pump system should be able functioning 

properly since  the small boat are more likely to ship water 

over low gunwales, and to lack fully sealed and self-bailing 

deck. In addition, for any given sized leak, smaller boat will 

sink sooner, and with the small bilge comes a greater 

likelihood of damage to machinery and electrical system [2]. 

Therefore, any cause which lead to the bilge pump system 

failure should be prevented. 

B. Cause Of The Bilge Pump System Failure 

There are several causes identified as the reason of bilge pump 

system failure. In general it will be discussed in two main 

causes, the failure of the pump and the failure of the electrical 

system. 
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 (a) Failure of the Pump  

There are several categories of pump, such as rubber impeller, 

diaphragm, and centrifugal. Each of them has its own 

characteristic, which shall be installed properly. Neither the 

impeller nor diaphragm pump is submersible; therefore, they 

must be installed well above bilge water level, or wherever 

likely water accumulation and exposure. Centrifugal pump is 

submersible and by far is the most familiar. However, it won’t 

pump air; consequently it should be installed so that its base is 

submerged [4]. Centrifugal and diaphragm pumps can be run 

dry for a period of time without damage, whereas a flexible-

impeller pump will burn up within a minute or two [2]. 

 

Miscalculation of total head also may lead to the failure of the 

pump. Since bilge pump capacity is commonly listed as “open 

flow” (the figures account for no vertical lift and no hose 

friction or discharge outlet restriction), actual flow rate under 

real operating condition are usually lower [2]. For all 

submersible centrifugal pump, there is a maximum head 

against they will pump. Exceeding this number they will no 

longer work. Insidiously, this often won’t happen until the 

voltage drop slightly, and under this condition the pump will 

run and sound as if it is pumping, which simply spinning 

without removing any water [4]. 

 

Although some types of pumps are more sensitive to debris 

than the other, debris-induced clogging still being the 

dangerous enemy which can lead to the pump failure.  

 

 (b) Failure of the Electrical System 

 

A bilge pump is only as good as the battery and wiring that 

supply power to it. Usually there is no problem if batteries are 

charged daily, either by alternator or shore power. But the 

batteries alone cannot be expected to keep the bilge dry for 

long [2]. 

 

In addition, bilge pump is one of critical equipments which is 

required for safety, and its efficient operation is critical. The 

standards allow only a 3 percent maximum voltage drop for 

these critical equipments. Voltage drop is simply the reduction 

of voltage in a circuit caused by amperage working to 

overcome resistance. For example, When a bilge pump is turn 

on, the current (amperage) encounters resistance (ohms) in a 

circuit caused by wiring that is too small or by corroded 

terminals, the wattage is converted to heat (wattage is more 

properly called joules here) [7]. This problem will reduces 

pump performance, and can cause overheating.  

Float switch is also prone to being jammed by debris and 

sticking in either on the on or off position, unless it is 

protected by a guard or housing. It must be installed where it 

is easily accessible for inspection and cleaning. Moreover, 

some lower priced switches aren’t rated for the current 

overload that can result from a partially obstructed impeller 

[2]. 

 

There is always a possibility of mistake in wiring pumps. One 

of common mistakes is to wire them after the shut off switch 

or the main circuit breaker; which mean, when the main power 

is switched off, the bilge pump also being shut down [3]. This 

is why boat not only sinks at the sea but also at the dock.  

III. FAULT TREE ANALYSIS 

Fault Tree Analysis is a simple, effective reliability method 

which is recognized internationally. It is being used for 

guiding system optimization and analyzing the weak links of 

the system [8].  A fault tree may simply be described as a 

logical representation of the relationship of basic fault events 

that may cause a specified undesirable event, called the “top 

event,” to occur. It is depicted (i.e., fault tree) using a tree 

structure with logic gates such as OR and AND [9].  

 

FTA can be applied to all new or modified products in all 

design phases, as an analytical tool for identification of 

potential design problems, including those early phases where 

information on the design details is incomplete. Those early 

efforts would then be extended as more information on the 

system design and its components becomes available [10]. The 

most important advantage of the fault tree approach is that it 

begins with a top event. This top event is selected by the user 

to be specific to the failure of interest [11].  

 

However, Fault Tree also has some disadvantages which have 

to be considered while using this method. For any reasonably 

complicated process the fault tree will be enormous which 

involving thousands of gates and intermediate events.. Fault 

trees of this size require a considerable amount of time, 

measured in years, to complete. More complete fault trees are 

usually developed by more experienced engineers. Fault trees 

also assume that a particular item of hardware does not fail 

partially. Also, the approach assumes that a failure of one 

component does not stress the other components, resulting in a 

change in the component failure probabilities. In addition, the 

developer of a fault tree can never be certain that all the failure 

modes have been considered. Fault trees developed by 

different individuals are usually different in structure; the 

different trees generally predict different failure probabilities. 

This inexact nature of fault trees is a considerable problem 

[11] 

A. FTA Chart 

There are several symbols used in developing the FTA chart in 

this paper. Primary event, intermediate event and gate symbols 

are described in Table 1. Primary events, which are at the 

bottom of fault tree, are those events, which, for one reason or 

another have not been further developed. In addition, there are 

two basic types of fault tree gates: the OR-gate and the AND-

gate. The other gates are really special cases of these two basic 

types [12]. 
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Table I. FREQUENTLY USED SYMBOLS FOR A FAULT TREE [10] 

 

Basic event : event or state that cannot 

be further developed 

 

Undeveloped event : A primary event 

that represents a part of the system that is 

not yet developed 

 

Top Event : outcome of combinations of 
all input events 

Intermediate Event : event that is 

neither a top event nor a primary event 

 

 

AND-gate : The output event 

occurs only if all of the input events 

occur 

 

 

 

OR-gate : The output event 

occurs if any of the input events 

occur 

 

 Transfer Gate : Gate indicating 

that this part of the system is 

developed in another part or 

page of the diagram 

B. Qualitative Fault Tree Evaluation  

Qualitative fault tree evaluation is the process of finding the 

combinations of basic events which, if they occur, cause the 

top event occurrence. The rules of the Boolean algebra are 

applied to obtain the equation for top event which consists of 

sum of products of basic events. When the sum of products of 

basic events is expressed from Boolean equations of the fault 

tree, each element of the sum includes the product of a certain 

number of basic events. Those basic events together represent 

a minimal cut set. The minimal cut sets are combinations of 

the smallest number of basic events which if occur 

simultaneously, may lead to the top event [13].  

The number of basic event in the minimal cut sets should be as 

much as possible to avoid triggering the top event. Minimal 

cut set which contain only one element would be very 

dangerous, since the failure of this single basic event will 

directly lead to the top event. It is called single point failure 

(event) [10]; failure event which, if it occurs, would cause 

overall system failure or would, by itself regardless of other 

events or their combinations, cause the top unfavorable event 

(outcome). 

 

In generating minimal cut sets, a systemized algorithm called 

MOCUS (Method of Obtaining Cut Sets) [14] sometimes is 

being used; however, since the circuit is not too complicated, 

in this paper Boolean equation is employed to establish the cut 

sets of a fault tree. Table 2 described the Boolean algebra rules 

[15]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table II. RULES OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

Rules Mathematical Form  

Commutative  A . B = B . A 

A + B = B + A 

Associative A . (B . C) = (A . B) . C 

A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C 

Distributive A . (B + C) = (A . B) + (A . C) 

A + (B . C) = (A + B) . (A + C) 

Indempotent A . A = A 

A + A = A 

Absorption A . (A + B) = A 

A + A . B = A 

Another important term in the fault tree terminology is the so-

called path set. A path set assembles a set of causes with the 

characteristic that non-occurrence of the causes in the path sets 

ensure that the top event does not occur [14].  

IV. FAULT TREE ANALYSIS OF BILGE PUMP 

WIRING 

A. Bilge Pump Wiring 

There are three type of bilge pump wiring which was 

discussed in this paper. Figure 1 shows the commonly used 

wiring, where the pump directly connected in series to the 

battery through panel switch which is manually operated, or 

through float switch which is automatic activated if the bilge 

is filled with water. 

If submersible pump, such as centrifugal pump, is being used, 

both the pump and the float switch will be located in the 

bottom of the bilge. While impeller and diaphragm pump will 

be located above the deck since none of them are submersible.  

 

M
Float 

Switch

Indicator 

lamp

Bilge Pump

Panel 

Switch

Fuse/CB

Console panel

 

Figure 1. Commonly used bilge pump wiring 

 

Figure 2 shows the modification of commonly used wiring 

with employing a relay. When the float switch is closed, the 

current will flow through the relay coil and activated the relay 

contact, which starting the bilge pump motor. This 

modification idea was risen by Rosenvelt [5] in order to 

reducing size of copper wire used to the float switch.  
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Float 

Switch

Indicator 

lamp

Bilge Pump

Panel 

Switch

Fuse/CB

Relay coilRelay 

contact

 

Figure 2. Bilge pump wiring Modification using Relay 

As shown in Figure 1, both the float switch and the wire shall 

have current carrying capacity higher than the amperage of the 

pump. In the other hand, Figure 2 shows that the wire 

connected to the float switch is only being used to activate the 

relay coil.  

 

Figure 3 shows the modification using upper and lower float 

switch. Figure 3 is a redrawing from circuit created by Jim 

Dearden [6] in an online discussion forum in order to prevent 

the pump from running on and off in short bursts. The idea is 

introduced by Sam, who worked in a sailboat. He found the 

drawback to the commonly used design which only removed a 

small amount of water and ran at frequent intervals. This 

drains the batteries and causes excessive wear and tear. The 

idea is to use upper and lower float switch so it doesn't turn on 

until the upper float switch closes and stays on until the lower 

switch opens.  

M
Lower 

Float 

Switch

Indicator 

lamp

Bilge Pump

Panel 

Switch

Fuse/CB

Relay coil

Relay 

contact

Upper 

Float 

Switch

 

Figure 3. Bilge pump wiring using Upper and Lower Float 

Switch 

 

B.  FTA Chart Of The Wiring And Animal Cut Set 

This paper compares three type of the wiring. However, the 

difference will only occur in automatic system. Manual 

operated system is exactly the same in all type of wiring.  

Bilge pump 

system fail

Bilge pump 

system wiring fail
Pump fail Battery fail

A

X

Panel switch fail to 

close

C

Panel switch 

damage

Person on 

board fail to 

detect

PS Cable 

wiring fail

B

Automatic system 

fail

1

2

3
 

 

Figure 4. FTA Chart of  Bilge Pump System 

 

As shown in Figure 4, three types of wiring will have same 

FTA chart for top event failure of bilge pump. Bilge pump 

system will fail if pump, battery or system wiring is fail. Bilge 

pump system wiring will fail if both manual panel switch and 

automatic system are fail. 

 

Transfer gate X at figure 4 will be continued with three 

different FTA chart for each type of wiring. The comparation 

of three types wiring will be analyse through figure 5 – 7 with 

top event the failure of automatic system. 
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Float switch fail to 

close

D

Float switch 

damage

Debris/

sludge prevent 

float switch 

from floating

FS Cable 

wiring fail

X

4
5

6

 

Figure 5. FTA Chart of Automatic System Failure in 

commonly used bilge pump wiring 

Minimal cut set of commonly used wiring FTA chart is as 

follows: D = (4+5+6) 

 

There are three cut sets are identified and all of them are single 

failure points, which categorized as the critical links in the 

system. This means either one of the causes is happened or the 

automatic system will fail.  

 

E

Float switch 

damage

Debris/

sludge prevent 

float switch 

from floating

FS Cable 

wiring fail

Relay contact fail 

to close

Relay

damage
Relay Cable 

wiring fail

No current flow 

through relay 

magnetic coil

D

X

7
8

4
5

6
 

Figure 6. FTA Chart of Automatic System Failure in bilge 

pump wiring modification using relay 

In other case, Figure 6 shows the FTA chart of Automatic 

System Failure in bilge pump wiring modification using relay.  

 

Minimal cut set of FTA chart in Figure 6 is as follows 

D = (E+7+8) 

D = (4+5+6+7+8) 

 

There are five single failure points are identified in this circuit: 

float switch internal failure, failure of float switch wiring, 

debris/sludge, relay internal failure and the failure of relay 

cable wiring. 

 

The last type of wiring discussed in this paper is the one using 

double float switch. Refer to Figure 3, the pump will turn on if 

current flow from battery through upper switch and through 

circuit between upper switch and the pump. That is why in 

Figure 7, OR-gate D being used, since if one of them is fail, 

top event will occur.  

 

Automatic system 

fail

Upper Float switch 

fail 

E

Upper Float 

switch 

damage

Debris/

sludge prevent 

float switch 

from floating

UFS Cable 

wiring fail

4
5

6

D

Circuit between 

upper float switch  

and pump is 

disconnected 

Y

 

Figure 7 FTA Chart of Automatic System Failure in bilge 

pump wiring modification using upper and lower float switch 

 

Transfer gate Y is continued in figure 8 to describe how are 

the mechanisms that lead to the failure of circuit between 

upper switch and the pump. AND-gate F is used because 

current can flow through lower float switch or through contact 

relay. That is mean that the circuit between upper switch and 

the pump will be fail only if both Lower float switch and relay 

are fail. 
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Contact Relay fail 

to close

G

Relay 

damage

No current flow in 

relay magnetic coil

Relay 

Cable 

wiring fail

Upper Float 

switch 

damage

Debris/

sludge prevent 

float switch 

from floating

UFS Cable 

wiring fail

Lower Float 

switch 

damage

Debris/

sludge prevent 

float switch 

from floating

LFS Cable 

wiring fail

H

J

Lower Float 

Switch fail

78

4 5 6

910

Circuit between 

upper float switch  

and pump is 

disconnected 

F

11

Y

 

Figure 8. FTA Chart of Automatic System Failure in bilge 

pump wiring modification using upper and lower float switch 

(cont.) 

 

Minimal cut set of figure 7 and figure 8 is as follows: 

D = E + F 

D = (4+5+6) + (G . H) 

D = (4+5+6) + ((7+ 8+J) . (9+10+11)) 

D = (4+5+6) + 7.9 + 7.10+ 7.11+ 8.9+ 8.10 + 8.11  

        +J.9 +  J.10 +J.11 

D = (4+5+6) + 7.9 + 7.10+ 7.11+ 8.9+ 8.10 + 8.11 + 

       (4+5+6).9 +(4+5+6).10 +(4+5+6).11 

D = (4+5+6) + 7.9 + 7.10+ 7.11+ 8.9+ 8.10 + 8.11  

D = 4+5+6 + 7.9 + 7.10+ 7.11+ 8.9+ 8.10 + 8.11 

 

There are nine cut sets identified for this wiring type. Three of 

them are single failure point which can be categorized as the 

weak link of the system. 

C. Discussion  

Commonly used wiring in bilge pump system is the simplest 

one; as the float switch is close so the current will flow from 

the battery to the pump through the float switch. However, 

from the result of FTA, this type of wiring has three minimal 

cut sets that contain single element only (single failure point); 

internal failure of float switch, failure of float switch cable 

wiring or debris/sludge that prevent the float switch to be 

activated.  If one of them occurs, top event will happen.  

 

Bilge pump wiring modification using relay is being claimed 

to have reduction in cable size. However, the cost for small 

ships is debatable and it is being question whether the relay 

will be the weak link of the system [5]. The result of 

qualitative FTA shows that there are five single failure points, 

which is worst than commonly used wiring. Nevertheless, 

relay cannot be said as the only weak link, since all of the cut 

sets have only one element.  

 

Last type of wiring discussed in this paper is using two float 

switches, which give advantage in preventing the pump from 

running on and off in short bursts. There are nine minimal cut 

set being identified from FTA, 3 of them are single failure 

points (the same as commonly used wiring) and the other five 

cut sets contain 2 element/basic event. In terms of critical link 

identification, this wiring is worse than commonly used 

wiring, but better than the one using one float switch and one 

relay. Although there are five more combinations of event in 

minimal cut set, they are still required two element failures in 

the same time to lead to the top event.  

 

Further discussion comparing commonly used wiring and the 

modification using double float switch still can be debatable, 

especially in reliability analysis. Although three single failure 

points being identified are similar (internal failure of float 

switch, failure of float switch cable wiring or debris/sludge 

that prevents the float switch to be activated); the float switch 

position is vertically quite different. Logically the condition of 

debris and sludge in the bilge with different vertical position 

will be dissimilar. 

Nevertheless, in order to minimize the failure of bilge wiring 

system, the bilge has to maintain to be as clean as possible and 

all the components especially float switch shall be at a high 

quality product. In addition, all the wiring shall use approved 

marine cable and installed properly. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper Qualitative Fault Tree Analysis is 

employed to identify the critical link in the system of three 

type bilge pump wiring. It is focusing on automatic system 

failure and put it as the top event. 

 

The result shows that in terms of critical link, commonly used 

wiring is better than two other modifications wiring, which 

contain three cut sets. However, all of three cut set being 

identified can be categorized as the weak link, because they 

only contain one element in one cut sets, if one of them fail it 

will directly lead to the top event.  
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